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1. Galaxy Observations

1.1. Overview and General Comments

Many studies for many types of galaxies at various redshifts have demonstrated that

there is a correlation between the galaxy luminosity and the mean metallicity of a galaxy.

By galaxy luminosity we mean emitted flux across a wavelength bandpass sufficiently red

that current star formation has little impact, and that the light there is dominated by that

from the accumulation of previous generations of stars. Thus, for example, a rest frame

blue or UV luminosity is not ideal, as luminous young stars make a big contribution there.

The conversion of luminosity to mass, to make this a mass – metallicity relation, is much

more straightforward for redder colors, but not so red that dust emission dominates over

thermal emission from stars.

There have been a number of explanations proposed to explain the M − Z relation.

Among them is that a galaxy wide wind transporting metal-enriched ISM gas from the

galaxy to the IGM is much less effective in more massive galaxies. In low mass galaxies,

with lower binding energies, it is much easier to sustain a galactic outflow, thus losing a

large fraction of the metal porduction injected into the ISM from stars. Furthermore many

luminous galaxies have high gass mass fractions. Recall the solution to the simple closed

box model, namely Z is function of the gass mass fraction (and the nucleosynthetic yields),

with lower gass mass fraction corresponding to higher metallicity.

Another factor important to galaxy evolution is the growth and feedback from a central

AGN. The existence of luminous QSOs at high redshift means AGN develop very quickly

after a galaxy forms. AGN feedback on the ISM, especially in the galaxy central region,

may be important in setting the maximum mass of galaxies.
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1.2. Nearby Galaxies as revealed by the SDSS

The impact of the SDSS in this field has been profound. The combination of huge

samples observed and processed in a uniform manner, an easily searchable database with

intermittant public releases of hundreds of thousands of spectra, and precision 5 color

photometry, has been revolutionary. The SDSS magnitude limit means that galaxies with

redshifts beyond z ∼ 0.3 are difficult to reach, but out to that distance, the SDSS changed

the nature of the field.

The major concern in studies based on SDSS spectra is the fixed fiber size of 3 arcsec,

which means aperture corrections are important as the spatial sampling varies from “nuclear

spectra” to “partial or full disk spectra” depending on the redshift. Given radial gradients

in metallicity (and in many other galaxy variables), such corrections must be evaluated.

Initial work on large samples of nearby galaxies focused first on star-forming galaxies.

The presence of strong emission lines in their spectra meant large samples reaching to

larger distances were more easily achieved than for galaxies with only absorption lines. The

first papers established methods for measuring galaxy masses and determining their SFR

from the SDSS spectra. Kaufmann et al (2003a,b) use the 4000 Å break (arising from old

stars) combined with the Balmer absorption in Hδ (from hotter stars) to determine crudely

the mean stellar ages of galaxies and the fractional stellar mass formed in bursts over the

past few Gyr. The latter is determined crudely from the line emission in Hδ divided by the

continuum emission near that wavelength, combined with model galaxy predictions.

This, combined with multi-color broad band photometry, then yields estimates of the

dust absorption within the galaxy and of the stellar mass. The mass-to-light ratio then

follows. Even if the uncertainties are substantial (they quote a 95% confidence level of 40%

uncertainties in galaxy stellar mass), with more than 100,000 SDSS spectra of galaxies,

trends become much more clear than with much smaller older datasets. Their data analysis
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uses Bayesian likelihood estimates for some parameters. Key conclusions from these papers

are that most of the stellar mass in galaxies resides in those with masses within a factor of

two of ∼ 5× 1010 M⊙, and they find the distribution of the amplitude of the 4000 Å break

is bimodal, suggesting a clear division between old and “dead” galaxies and galaxies with

more recent star formation.

Their second paper (Kaufmann, Heckman & White et al, 2003, MNRAS, 341, 54)

proceeds to use the above characterizations to study the relations between stellar mass,

star formation history, size, and internal structure (concentration of light and surface mass

density) in low redshift SDSS galaxies. Many of these trends (for example, that lower mass

galaxies have younger stellar populations, low surface brightness, and low concentrations

typical of disks) had been known to exist for some time, but the sheer number of SDSS

galaxy spectra makes them much clearer.

The conclusions they derive are that low mass galaxies form with little angular

momentum loss through cooling and condensation within a gravitationally dominant dark

matter halo. Their stellar mass empirically is found to be proportional to M(halo)3/2.

They suggest that the efficiency of conversion of baryons into stars in low mass galaxies

is proportional to the halo mass, perhaps due to SN feedback. Galaxies with old stellar

populations, high surface mass densities, and bulges are concentrated among the most

massive ones with M > 3× 1010 M⊙. The star formation efficiency decreases for the highest

mass halos, and once massive galaxies are assembled, little star formation occurs.
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Fig. 1.— Fig. 1 of Kauffmann, Heckman & White et al, 2003, MNRAS, 341, 33.
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Fig. 2.— Fig. 2 of Kauffmann, Heckman & White et al, 2003, MNRAS, 341, 33.
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Fig. 3.— Fig. 3 of Kauffmann, Heckman & White et al, 2003, MNRAS, 341, 33.
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Fig. 4.— Fig. 4 of Kauffmann, Heckman & White et al, 2003, MNRAS, 341, 33.
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Fig. 5.— The distribution function of Hδ and Dn(4000Å) in 8 ranges of stellar mass. (Fig. 3

of Kauffmann, Heckman & White et al, 2003, MNRAS, 341, 54)
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Fig. 6.— Fig. 10 of Kauffmann, Heckman & White et al, 2003, MNRAS, 341, 33.
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Fig. 7.— Fig. 11 of Kauffmann, Heckman & White et al, 2003, MNRAS, 341, 33.
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Fig. 8.— Fig. 2 of Kewley & Ellison (2008, ApJ, 681, 1183). These are mean relations from

analyzing emission line strengths for strong lines (i.e. R23) for 27,730 star-forming galaxies

from the SDSS.
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Tremonti, Heckman, Kauffmann et al (2004, ApJ, 613, 898) establish that there is

a tight correlation between galaxy stellar mass and metallicity (i.e. oxygen abundance as

determined from emission lines). This could be due to less effecient loss of SN ejecta in

massive galaxies by galactic winds or to a higher speciic star formation rate in more massive

galaxies. Analysis of large SDSS sample by Tremonti et al (2004) suggests galaxies do not

evolve as closed boxes. The total baryonic mass and effective yield are correlated, with the

yield increasing by a factor of 10 from low mass star-forming galaxies to the most massive

star-forming galaxies; this correlation flattens out at ∼ M9.5 M⊙. They derive a fit to the

observations assuming retention of SN ejecta is proportional to the depth of the potential

well, which scales as V 2c , where VC is the galaxy circular velocity, but asymptotically

approaches 100% for the most massive galaxies. (Note that Mbaryon ∝ V
3.5
C ). Tremonti et al

develop a model for the retained fraction in terms of VC and a single constant (V0), which in

turn yields the effective yield Yeff in terms of VC , V0, and the yield y0 if no metals are lost.

This study concludes that galaxy mass loss via winds is much more effective in galaxies

with shallow potential wells. This is not a new idea, but the massive SDSS database allows

a very clean determination of the effect.
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Fig. 9.— Fig. 2 of Tremonti, Heckman, Kauffmann et al (2004, ApJ, 613, 898).
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Fig. 10.— Fig. 4 of Tremonti, Heckman, Kauffmann et al (2004, ApJ, 613, 898).
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Fig. 11.— Fig. 6 of Tremonti, Heckman, Kauffmann et al (2004, ApJ, 613, 898).
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1.3. Metallicity - Luminosity at intermediate redshift

A number of ground-based projects (CFGRS and Deep at Keck, VIMOS at the VLT)

reach out to z ∼ 1.2 for star-forming galaxies, after which the key emission lines for the R23

method are shifted into beyond 1 µm, where the detectors are noisier and the thermal and

sky backgrounds larger. Kobulnicky & Kewley, 2004, ApJ, 617, 240 use the large collection

of redshifts and spectra available for galaxies in the Hubble Deep Fields from Keck. They

use standard R23 techniques to obtain the metallicities of star-forming field galaxies at

0.26 < z < 0.82, and study the evolution of the luminosity-metallicity relation.

In this redshift range, the massive “old” galaxies are replaced by luminous star-forming

galaxies. Among the star-forming galaxies, the L − Z relation is clearly detected. For

galaxies of similar luminosity with z ∼ 0.7 the metallicity is 40% lower than for local

galaxies of comparable luminosity, with the offset bigger at the low luminosity end and

quite small at the high luminosity end of the sample. The star formation rate is larger by

a factor of 7 to 10 in the mean at z ∼ 1 than it is in the local universe. The rate of metal

enrichment means that roughly 1/3 of metals in local galaxies have been synthesized since

z ∼ 1. This suggests that low-mass galaxies have lower yeff than do higher-mass galaxies,

or they assemble on longer timescales, or they began assembly later. Losses of up to 50% of

the O produced by SN in a galaxy are necessary to avoid over-enriching the galaxies at the

redshift range observed.

Beyond z ∼ 1.2 it is necessary to either move into the near-IR or use UV features.

Steidel, Shapley, Pettini et al (2004, ApJ, 592, 728) managed to reach suitable features

there for star-forming galaxies with 1.4 < z < 2.5 taking advantage of a new capability at

Keck, the high blue/UV sensitivity of LRIS-B. Again galaxies are found to be metal-rich.
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Fig. 13.— Fig. 3 of Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004, ApJ, 617, 240).
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Fig. 14.— Fig. 12 of Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004, ApJ, 617, 240).
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Fig. 15.— Fig. 13 of Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004, ApJ, 617, 240).
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Fig. 16.— Fig. 5 of Steidel et al (2004),.
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Fig. 17.— Fig. 6 of Steidel et al (2004). .
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1.4. Metallicity - Luminosity at High Redshift

At higher redshifts Erb, Shapley, Pettini et al (2006) observed a sample of Lyman

break galaxies in the near-IR, where they could detect Hα and NII features in emission by

constructing composite spectra over six bins in luminosity. They find that Lyman break

galaxies of a fixed luminosity are even more metal-poor than local galaxies. They find a

M − Z relation for oxygen among Lyman break galaxies at mean z of 2. At this redshift,

there are large variations in rest-frame optical M/L due to variations in the star formation

rate affecting the UV continuum, and the calibration for UV stellar photospheric features

or UV ISM absorption to metallicity is not well understood at present (see Erb 2010 for

details). So the best approach is to move into the near-IR, where the normal optical low

redshift techniques and calibrations can be used.

Erb et al (2006) discuss how to transform luminosity into stellar mass. They use the

star formation rate density to deduce the gas fraction. They find that the gas fraction

increases as the stellar mass decreases, and the median gas fraction is significantly larger

than is found in local star-forming galaxies. They suggest tht the outflow rate in these LBG

galaxies is very high, ∼4 times the star formation rate. Combining the gas fractions with

the observed metallicities enables them to calculate the effective yield.

High quality spectra are necessary for analysis of metallicity. For individual galaxies

at high redshift, this is only possible if they are boosted by gravitational lensing. The IGM

can be probed as their absorption features are seen against a very bright background from

a distant QSO or some other bright distant source.

Pettini, Rix, Steidel et al (2002) observed a gravitationally lensed LBG with z = 2.73

to derive chemical abundances from 48 ISM absorption lines arising from H, C, N, O, Mg,

Si, P, S, Mn, Fe, Ni and Zn. At this high redshift, Mg, Si, and S all give abundances about

2/5 of Solar. The galaxy seems to be chemically young (age about 300 Myr), which is
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consistent with it’s high redshift. The star formation rate is high, 40 M⊙/yr.

SNR considerations suggest stacking of spectra of many similar galaxies to extend this

work. Fig. 18 shows a composite spectrum of 321 z ∼ 3 Lyman break galaxies from the

sample of Steidel and collaborators (obtained over perhaps 100 nights of Keck time with

LRIS) made by Alice Shapley (Fig. 3 of Kornei, Shapley, Erb, Steidel, Reddy, Pettini &

Bogosavljevic, 2010, ApJ, in press). Most of the absorption lines arise from the ISM in the

high redshift galaxy, only a few arise from its stellar population.

It is very clear that luminous high redshift galaxies are significantly enriched, with

metallicities well above those of the DLAs at the same redshift, and at a given metallicity,

high redshift galaxies are significantly more luminous that their local counterparts. Massive

galaxies (M > 1011 M⊙) at z ∼ 2 have approximately solar metallicity.
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Fig. 18.— Fig. 3 of Kornei, Shapley, Erb, Steidel, Reddy, Pettini & Bogosavljevic, 2010,

ApJ, in press
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Fig. 19.— Fig. 1 of Erb, Shapley, Pettini, Steidel, Reddy, & Adelberger, 2006 ApJ,644, 813.
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Fig. 20.— Fig. 2 of Erb, Shapley, Pettini, Steidel, Reddy, & Adelberger, 2006 ApJ,644, 813.
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Fig. 21.— Fig. 3 of Erb, Shapley, Pettini, Steidel, Reddy, & Adelberger, 2006 ApJ,644, 813.
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Fig. 22.— Fig. 7 of Erb, Shapley, Pettini, Steidel, Reddy, & Adelberger, 2006 ApJ,644, 813.
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Fig. 23.— Fig. 8 of Erb, Shapley, Pettini, Steidel, Reddy, & Adelberger, 2006 ApJ,644, 813.
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Fig. 24.— Fig. 9 of Erb, Shapley, Pettini, Steidel, Reddy, & Adelberger, 2006 ApJ,644, 813.
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1.5. “Old” Galaxies – 1. The Local Universe

“Old” galaxies are those with no current or even recent star formation, none within

the past few Gyr at least. As they lack hot young stars, they tend to be “red” galaxies.

Here one is forced to rely on the absorption line spectra. As an introduction to what might

be achieved at high redshift, we begin with what can be achieved locally. Smith, Lucey,

Hudson & Bridges (2009. MNRAS, 398, 119) have focused on the red-sequence galaxies in

the nearby Coma cluster and the Shapley Supercluster of galaxies, studying galaxies of a

wide luminosity (i.e. mass) range with moderate resolution but high accuracy spectra. A

fixed aperture size is used for each galaxy, corresponding to a fixed physical size for each of

the two galaxy clusters.

The Coma cluster of galaxies is the nearest virialized large cluster of galaxies with a

well defined red sequence. It is roughly 10 times further away than the Virgo cluster of

galaxies, with a recession velocity of ∼ 7000 km/sec.

The first point is there is a correlation for passively evolving galaxies [Fe/H] =

a1logσ − a2log(tSSP ) + a3, where tSSP is the age since the single burst of star formation

which characterizes a passively evolving galaxy and a1, a2, and a3 are constants. The

velocity dispersion σ is a proxy for the galaxy mass.

In this paper they try to establish similar correlations for the abundance ratios of C, N,

Mg, and Ca with respect to [Fe/H]. They try fits with red luminosity σ, tSSP , and [Fe/H],

trying to minimize the residuals about the best linear fit.

They find that rather than a simple dependence on mass (parameterized by the velocity

dispersion σ), a two parameter relation of the form [X/Fe] = b0 + b1log(σ) + b2 [Fe/H]

seems to work well. For the α elements Mg and Ca, there is a positive correlation with

velocity dispersion and an anti-correlation with [Fe/H]. For C and N, there is essentially no
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correlation with [Fe/H], with a1 > 0 and a2 ≈ 0. They try to explain this by a systematic

variation of star-formation time-scale with σ, but fail to find any simple prescription that

reproduces their observed trends. Irrespective of this, a comparison of the quality of their

data with that for more distant “old” passively evolving galaxies is very illuminating and

sobering.

A selection of figures from this paper is given below. Note that these authors have been

careful and calculated the expected correlation of each relation just from the correlations

among the errors in various parameters, which are not competely independent.
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Fig. 25.— The Coma cluster and Shapley supercluster “old” red galaxy samples: [Mg/Fe] as

a function of various integrated light galaxy parameters, red luminosity (top left), velocity

dispersion of stars (top right), SSP age (lower left) and metallicity [Fe/H] (lower right).

The Coma galaxies are shown as blue filled symbols, the Shapley galaxies with red open

symbols. The yellow track in the upper right panel is the mean trend for giant galaxies. In

two panels a typical error ellipse for each of the two clusters is shown at the lower left. The

top label of each panel gives the parameters of the fit, the slope, the rms scatter for the fit to

the combined sample. The product-moment correlation coefficient is r. The probability f of

exceeding this r value by chance is computed for just the Shapley data. The r expected from

correlated errors alone is given in parentheses. The separation between Coma and Shapley

galaxies in the lower right panel arises because the Shapley galaxies in the mean have much

higher velocity dispersions. Fig. 1 of Smith et al (2009, MNRAS, 398, 119).
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Fig. 26.— The Coma cluster and Shapley supercluster “old” red galaxy samples: [Fe/H]

and [Mg/Fe] as a function of the integrated light velocity dispersion σ. The scatter of the

relation is minimized when a combination of [Fe/H] and [Mg/Fe] is used. Fig. 2 of Smith et

al (2009, MNRAS, 398, 119).
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Fig. 27.— The Coma cluster and Shapley supercluster “old” red galaxy samples: [Ca/Fe]

as a function of various integrated light galaxy parameters. Note that [C/Fe] depends on

[Fe/H] and on tSSP , with little dependence on σ. Fig. 3 of Smith et al (2009, MNRAS, 398,

119).
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Fig. 28.— The Coma cluster and Shapley supercluster “old” red galaxy samples: [C/Fe] as

a function of various integrated light galaxy parameters. Note that [C/Fe] does not appear

to depend on [Fe/H]. Fig. 5 of Smith et al (2009, MNRAS, 398, 119).
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Fig. 29.— The Coma cluster and Shapley supercluster “old” red galaxy samples: [Mg, Ca,

C, N/Fe] ratios are contoured onto the [Fe/H] – σ plane. The C and N/Fe contours are nearly

vertical, suggesting a dependence on σ but not on [Fe/H]. The contours for [Mg, Ca/Fe] are

inclined and show a dependence on both σ and [Fe/H] of the galaxy. Fig. 9 of Smith et al

(2009, MNRAS, 398, 119).
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Fig. 30.— The trends of abundance ratios [Mg, Ca, C, N/Fe] vs [Fe/H]in old galaxies of

the Coma cluster and Shapeley supercluster over a range of luminosities are shown. Also

shown are the same trends for Milky Way thin and thick disk stars. Overall, except for N,

the relations are very similar, suggesting similar chemical enrichment processes. Fig. 10 of

Smith et al (2009, MNRAS, 398, 119).
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1.6. “Old” Galaxies – 2. The Distant Universe

How can one find “old” passively evolving galaxies in the distant universe ? Any

selection by color (looking for “red” galaxies) faces eliminating numerous late type stars as

sample interlopers. Furthermore discrimination between heavily reddened, intrinsically blue

star-forming galaxies versus genuinely “old” galaxies is not always feasible. This is much

more difficult terrain, see, e.g. Brammer, Whitaker, van Dokkum etal, 2010, ApJ (the dead

sequence...)

The group of Marijn Franx (including van Dokkum) use their very deep ground-based

near-IR photometry to search for galaxies at z ∼ 2 which are “old”, without recent star

formation. These galaxies are typically more massive than star-forming Lyman break

galaxies.

Up to z ∼ 0.8 where the standard optical absorption features can be observed, there

is a fair amount of data in metallicity of luminous red galaxies (they are in general quite

metal-rich), as well as on their broad band colors, luminosities, morphology of such galaxies,

star formation rates, etc. Beyond that redshift, while data exists on morphology, luminosity,

star formation rates etc. there is very little information on metallicity.

A series of figures from van Dokkum, Whitaker, Brammer et al (ApJ, in press, 2010)

(arXiv:0912.0514) illustrates the state of the art for distant galaxies without strong emission

lines. Their sample is galaxies with a constant number density of 2× 10−4/Mpc−3, which

locally have a typical stellar mass of 3×1011M⊙, and are in halos of mean mass 5×10
13 M⊙.

Locally these are the central galaxies of massive groups. They have multi-band photometry

from 3500 Å through the near-infrared using the new wide field IR camera at NOAO

(NEWFIRM), combined with Spitzer IRAC and MIPS imaging. They use photometric

redshifts, which given their very wide wavelength coverage and accurate photometry, should

be OK. There is essentially no detailed spectroscopy of galaxies in their sample.
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They show that the stellar mass of galaxies at their fixed number density has increased

by a factor of ∼2 since z = 2, and that the buildup of stars has occured in the outer parts

of the galaxies rather than in their dense central regions. Thus these galaxies have changed

the surface brightness profile with redshift. They suggest that the growth in total mass is

dominated by mergers, as the star formation rates are not high enough to accomplish this.

The difficulty of obtaining spectra for red galaxies with no star-formation at z ∼ 2 is

illustrated by Fig. 37 which is a 29 hour exposure on the Gemini South telescope, and the

S/N is pretty low. Wilson, Muzzin, Yee et al (2009) illustrate what is possible at a more

modest redshift of z ∼ 1.3, where the key spectral features around the Balmer break begin

to shift into the red far enough to be in regions of strong night sky emission from molecules

in the Earth’s atmosphere.

Comparing these figures to those for the Coma cluster indicates how badly we need

larger collecting areas, i.e. the next generation of big telescopes, to study galaxies in the

distant universe.
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Fig. 31.— Fig. 4 of Brammer, Whitaker, van Dokkum et al, 2010, ApJ, arXiv:0910.2227.
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Fig. 32.— Fig. 1 of van Dokkum, Whitaker, Brammer et al (ApJ, in press, 2010).

(arXiv:0912.0514).
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Fig. 33.— Fig. 2 of van Dokkum, Whitaker, Brammer et al (ApJ, in press, 2010).

(arXiv:0912.0514).
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Fig. 34.— Figs. 3 of van Dokkum, Whitaker, Brammer et al (ApJ, in press, 2010).

(arXiv:0912.0514).
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Fig. 35.— Figs. 4 of van Dokkum, Whitaker, Brammer et al (ApJ, in press, 2010).

(arXiv:0912.0514).
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Fig. 36.— Figs. 8 of van Dokkum, Whitaker, Brammer et al (ApJ, in press, 2010).

(arXiv:0912.0514).
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Fig. 37.— Fig. 1 of van Dokkum, Kriek & Franx, 2009, Nature, 460, 717 (arXiv:0906.2778).
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Fig. 38.— Fig. 3 of Wilson, Muzzin, Yee et al (ApJ,2009). (z=1.34 gal cluster).
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1.7. Clusters vs Field

There is a strong difference in the population of the field versus clusters of galaxies at

a given redshift, at least out to z ∼ 1.3. First dicussed by Harvey Butcher and Gus Oemler

in 1985 (ApJS, 57, 665), this has been known for many years.

Furthermore, the behavior of the “red” galaxies in massive clusters has been

demonstrated to follow a sequence that agrees with passive stellar evolution. The colors of

galaxies along this sequence at z ∼ 1 require that the bulk of the stars in these galaxies

formed at high-redshift, zf > 4. See the many photometric studies by Adam Sanford, Mike

Gladders and others for recent work.

The IRAC Shallow Cluster Survey (see Brodwin, Eisenhardt, Gonzalez et al, 2009)

has a sample of 335 galaxy clusters and groups from z = 0 to z = 2 found by aplying the

red cluster sequence technique to Spitzer IRAC images; 116 of them are expected to be at

z > 1.

The cluster number density and auto-correlation function can be predicted from ΛCDM

and compared to the observations.

The original formulation of the Butcher-Oemler (Butcher & Oemler 1978, ApJ, 219,

18) effect reflected the dominance of elliptical and S0 galaxies in the central regions of large

clusters of galaxies compared to their paucity in the field, and the decreased fraction of S0s

and elipticals to spiral galaxies within clusters as z increases. This was interpreted as ram

pressure stripping of gas from infalling galaxies with vigorous star formation, transforming

them from spirals to S0 or even elliptical galaxies.

LoCuSS (Local Cluster Substructure Survey) is studying a sample of nearby galaxy

clusters with deep NIR and Spitzer photometry (Haines, Smith, Egami et al, 2010,

arXiv:0908.3003). They find that using the near-IR light, which is less sensitive to star
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formation, to determine the galaxy mass still leads to a Butcher-Oemler effect, in that the

fraction of massive infrared luminous galaxies out of the total within r200 increases steadily

with z for a sample of 27 clusters with z < 0.3. In particular, this excess arises from galaxies

found at large cluster-centric radii between r500 and r200. They suggest that the B-O effect

can be explained by combining the global decline in star-formation in the universe since

z = 1 with enhanced star formation in the infall regions of clusters at intermediate redshifts.
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Fig. 39.— Abstract of Yee, Hsieh, Lin & Gladders, ApJ, 2006
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Fig. 40.— Fig. 1 of Gladders & Yee, 2000, AJ, 120, 2148
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Fig. 41.— Fig. 2 of Gladders & Yee, 2000, AJ, 120, 2148
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Fig. 42.— Fig. 1 of Haines, Smith, Egami et al, 2010. LoCuSS cluster survey
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Fig. 43.— Fig. 2 of Haines, Smith, Egami et al, 2010. LoCuSS cluster survey illustrating

the Butcher-Oemler effect as seen in the near-IR.
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Fig. 44.— Fig. 3 of Haines, Smith, Egami et al, 2010. LoCuSS cluster survey illustrating

the spatial dependence of star-forming galaxies.

Fig. 45.— Abstract of Yee, Hsieh, Lin & Gladders, ApJ, 2006
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Fig. 46.— Fig. 6 of Wilson, Muzzin, Yee et al (ApJ,2009). (z=1.34 gal cluster).
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Fig. 47.— Fig. 2 of Brodwin, Eisenhardt, Gonzalez et al, 2009.
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Fig. 48.— Fig. 3 of Brodwin, Eisenhardt, Gonzalez et al, 2009.
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1.8. Relevant Theory

Dave & Oppenheimer, (2007, MNRAS, 374, 427) use cosmological simulations to model

the enrichment history of baryons in the Universe, “metals” (i.e. C or O) traced for z from

6 to 1.

Oppenheimer, Dave, Keres et al (2010, MNRAS, in press, see arXiv:0912.0519) include

feedback and recycled wind accretion: assembling the z=0 galaxy mass function Considers

fate of SNII ejecta that escape from a galaxy - does it fall back, get pushed far out into the

halo but remain bound, or escape into the IGM ?

1.9. The IGM as Revealed By QSO Absorption Lines

Lecture to be given by W.L.W. Sargent. Major issues include ionization field and

formation of dust which depletes elements in the gaseous phase onto dust grains.
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Fig. 49.— Fig. 1 of Dave & Oppenheimer, 2007
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Fig. 50.— Fig. 3 of Dave & Oppenheimer, 2007
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Fig. 51.— Fig. 4 of Pilyugin, Thuan & Vilchez, (2007, MNRAS, 376, 353). ***This figure

needs to be moved to an earlier lecture.***
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